SOLID WASTE UTILITY – Approved Rate Changes for January 1, 2021

Solid waste services are charged flat monthly rates for the various services provided.

**Residential Barrel Rates**
No rate increases

**Bulk Item and Appliance Collections**
Increase Collection Fee by $1.96, from $23.04 to $25.00
Increase Not Out Fee by $13.21, from $11.79 to $25.00

**Commercial Front-Load Trash**
Increasing base rates for all size bins by $1.50
Increase out-of-zone fee by $1.50, from $15.00 to $16.50
Increase multi-day and multi-bin discounts by 2 percentage points
Implement a Front Load Set Fee $80.00 per Bin
Implement a Front load Removal Fee $110.00 per Bin
Implement a Front Load Relocations Fee $85.00 for first Bin, and $10.00 for each additional Bin
Implement a Change in Size Fee $90.00 per Bin

**Commercial Front-Load Recycling**
Increasing the commercial cardboard recycling base rates and multi-bin factor
  - Increase 2-yard base rate for cardboard from $36.00 to $45.06
  - Increase 3-yard base rate for cardboard from $39.36 to $49.18
  - Increase 4-yard base rate for cardboard from $42.72 to $53.03
  - Increase 6-yard base rate for cardboard from $53.03 to $65.87
  - Increase 8-yard base rate for cardboard from $63.09 to $78.12
  - Increase the multi-bin factor from 0.650 to 0.670
Remove the multi-day factor discount

Eliminate Front-Load Commercial Commingled Recycling

**Commercial Roll-Off**
Increasing the Commercial Roll-Off fees
  - Increase trash and green set fee by $2.00, from $58.00 to $60.00
  - Increase trash per ton charge by $0.20, from $33.30 to $33.50
  - Increase green waste per ton charge by $7.45, from $32.30 to $39.75
  - Increase blocked/overloaded/unserviceable charge by $25.00, from $65.00 to $90.00
Implement a 24-hour cancellation charge of $90.00